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Distingués universitaires 

Distingués Invités 

Les Gradués 

Mesdames & Messieurs 

 

Si vous permettez j’irai à l’essentiel en m’adressant directement aux diplômés du jour. C’est quand même eux la raison de notre présence à tous ! 

Chers diplômés, j’ai simplement 3 choses à vous dire. Je ne serai pas long et j’essaierai d’être le plus direct possible.  

Tout d’abord félicitations.  

- Travail accompli. J’imagine le stress que vous avez dû endurer, et j’imagine aussi très bien votre soulagement aujourd’hui.  

- Choix de cursus : Agriculture d’un côté et sciences de l’autre ; deux domaines d’une importance capitale pour Maurice. Avec ces 

deux domaines nous nous attachons à nourrir non seulement nos corps mais aussi nos esprits.  

 

La deuxième chose que j’aimerai vous dire c’est que vous avez une grande responsabilité :  



- C’est vous l’avenir de Maurice. Et il est important de garder en tête que c’est la somme des actions individuelles qui crée un 

mouvement collectif, et non pas le contraire. Ne soyez pas des spectateurs résignés ; Je me permets de vous demander d’être des 

acteurs bienveillants !  

 

- Et c’est quoi être un acteur bienveillant ? Déjà c’est croire en Maurice. C’est aussi croire que chacun d’entre nous peut faire la 

différence.  

 

- Il y a des sujets importants qui n’attendent que vous ! Que fait-on des problèmes de santé publique liés à la malbouffe? De l’usage 

abusif de pesticides ? Du ravage des mauvaises pratiques sur notre environnement ?  

 

- Maurice est une petite Ile et les solutions existent. Faisons preuve de respect et de rigueur !  

 

- Vous êtes la nouvelle génération. Vous pouvez et devez être les porte-drapeaux d’une nouvelle façon de faire. 

 

- Et la conjoncture est bonne pour vous, car avec les nouveaux modèles économiques agricoles, il n’y a plus d’opposition entre 

qualité et rentabilité : en bout de chaine le consommateur est plus exigeant et prêt à payer. En début de chaine les progrès 

techniques et les nouvelles pratiques aident à diminuer les couts de production.  

 

- Et c’est là la beauté du système, quand les sciences et le progrès technologique se mettent au service du réel.  

 

Finalement, et je terminerai dessus, j’aimerais vous donner quelques petits conseils - pour ce qu’ils valent. Ça ne fait pas bien longtemps que j’étais à votre 

place et je ne veux surtout pas me poser en donneur de leçons.  

Je souhaite simplement partager certaines attitudes qui fonctionnent pour moi.  

i. Soyez ouverts. Aux nouvelles idées. Aux façons de penser différentes. Au Monde 

 

ii. Soyez positifs. Plus facile à dire qu’à faire mais c’est un état d’esprit. Les négatifs résignés ratent de belles occasions…. Et surtout se 

contentent d’attendre…… d’attendre la fin, d’attendre une intervention externe, d’attendre des cadeaux ou de l’assistance.  

 

Les positifs agissent. Soyez positifs ! 

 

Merci 



 

 
Dr Hemraz Boodhoo 

 
FSC Consultant Neurosurgeon 

Email: spinbra@yahoo.co.uk 
 

Tuesday 10 October 2017 

 

 Chancellor, Dr Louis Jean Claude Autrey CSK 

 

 Honourable Minister of Education and Human Resource, Tertiary Education and Scientific Research, Mrs Leela Devi Dookun-Luchoomun (if 

present) 

 

 Pro-Chancellor Mr Preeaduth Chitamun (if present) 

 Vice-Chancellor Professor Dhanjay Jhurry 

 Pro-Vice Chancellors 

 Members of the Congregation 

 Distinguished guests 

 Graduands  

 Ladies and Gentleman, 

 

Good afternoon, 

 I am extremely honoured to have the opportunity to address you today. 

 Today you have reached a significant milestone in your education career.  You will soon embark on another journey in the quest for either higher 

education or jobs, and I am sure you will feel inspired by what lies ahead. You have been trained for a lifetime of caring, imagination, and discovery. On the 

long journey you will encounter lots of challenges and opportunities. 

 

There is without doubt that every one of you worked very hard to get where you are today.  However, this difficult journey was supported by dozens of 

important individuals, teachers, professors, mentors, parents, family members and loved ones and countless strangers.  And to all to these people you should 
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remember and thank them today.  Many foreigners are graduating today and their proud parents are sitting in this gathering.  I take this opportunity to 

welcome and congratulate them also. 

 

When I was asked to address you today, I thought of what personal reflection of mine might have special meaning to most of you here.  I looked back at my 

long journey of 16 years of studies which started as a medical student up to becoming a Neurosurgeon to find a topic for my address to you. 

 

I thought of speaking on two qualities that might contribute to your success or help you in time of failure irrespective of the field in which you are 

graduating today. 

Passion and Kindness 

Passion is about possibilities. 

If you have passion, you will see possibilities.  Curiosity will arouse the intellectual passion and enthusiasms. 

Passion will make you climb as far as you can.  

 

On my first day in Neurosurgery my Professor asked me why I choose Neurosurgery. 

I told him that I like it a lot. How much he asked?  I told him a lot, and a lot.  He looked at me and told me it is not enough.  He said you must not only like it 

but be very passionate about it. Neurosurgery must be your only passion day and night.   

 

“A passion greater that life itself” if you want to succeed. 

  

 

 

 As I left his room and started walking in the long corridor, I, confessed, I became a bit confused about the word “A passion greater than life itself”. In 

that confused state I took the wrong turn towards the mortuary instead of going to the ICU.  Anyway, over the eight years that followed, I understood the 

meaning of the word “A passion greater that life itself”. 

 

The word passion became my favorite word.  It has become an unquestionable requirement for success in everything I do. 

 

Passion is not just a simple word, but it is more than that. It’s an entity, it’s a force, it generates the emotion, imagination and the energy it requires to realize 

your goals. 

 

Passion gives you the strength to get through hard times and setbacks. 

 

It gives you the strength to overcome your fears and to make sacrifice in pursuit of your dreams. 



 

Passionate people have endless possibilities.  They do not take short cut, but  they consider that learning the process is an important part of the journey to 

success. 

 

With passion if you add persistence it gives you possibility. 

 

Passion + Persistence  =  Possibility 

Nothing is as important as passion. 

Your potential is much more than what you have been told it is. 

Your potential is much more than you  have been marked on your paper. 

You can have celestial potential if you are passionate about what you do. 

 

During that long eight years journey in Neurosurgery, passion has always been my constant companion.  Passion has helped me to understand the most 

complex things in human anatomy and physiology. 

 

Passion has help me to acquire that most complex skills to perform complex brain surgeries. Passion has made everything more enjoyable and easy for me. 

 

More important than all, it has allowed me to look and live life differently. 

 

It was a simple word that my professor told me, but it was a lesson for life. 

 

Today, I shared this feeling with you and urge you to bring out the passion trapped within you and let it be a constant companion on the new journey that 

you are starting today. 

 

You will realize that you have endless possibilities and that you can realise anything you want to do. 

 

 

 

 The other simple word that I want to talk to you is about kindness. 

 

There is nothing more important than being kind to our patient. 

 



 In the practice of medicine, you will laugh, cry, grow, think with your patient and family.  Your life and heart will be touched by countless number of 

ways.  You have to care compassionately for your patients with all your heart and extreme kindness. 

 

Humanity will bind you together with your patients in time of sufferings. 

 

Your duty will require you to think rationally and to act genuinely. 

 

You must prove yourself of the honor given to you everyday. 

 

Patient should be treated with respect all the time and Doctors and Nurses should consider it a priviledge to serve. 

 

You have the gift to do amazing things for your patients if you do not allow the system to let you down. 

 

Be prepared to have your heart broken.  People will still die despite your very best efforts. 

 

Complications will occur even to the most skilled and most cautions Physicians. 

 

Malpractice lawsuit will occur. 

 

Wife and kids will suffer. 

 

But despite all these realities there remain some wonderful aspect of medicine. 

 

People will still look up to you. 

People will still respect what you do and say. 

People will trust you, confide in you. 

And appreciate your efforts. 

After all there is plenty of people who would give anything to be in your shoes. 

 

The patients who keep coming to see you also have a dream. They don’t come to see you only to have their Hemoglobin or Blood Pressure tested.  They all 

have a dream and they probably want to survive long enough to see their son/daughter and grandson/granddaughter graduating, or they want to see the birth 

of their grandchild.  As a Doctor you must understand that  and help them to realize their dreams. 

 



Today, you also take a long step into power and priviledge with your white coat and stethoscope and the oath you have taken. 

 

- Society will give you access and rights that it give to no one else. 

 

- Society will allow you to hear secrets from frightened human beings who are too scared to tell anyone else. 

 

- Society will permit you to use drugs and instruments that can cure or kill patients. 

 

- Society will give you special titles and spaces of priviledge as if you were priests. 

 

- Society will allow you to decide about the lives of their new-born or children. 

 

And in that role, with that power you need to have so much of skills, knowledge, dedication, commitment, good judgement and a deep sense of 

responsibility and kindness. 

 

Sometimes in the practice of medicine an act of kindness or a word of kindness can have a more powerful effect than the surgeon scalpel in healing the 

patient. 

You have often heard about “Laughter is the best medicine” but I would also say that “Kindness is also a powerful medicine”. 

 In closing. 

 I would like to say that today you are graduating and graduations isn’t the end of a tough journey, but it is the beginning of another beautiful one. 

 

 Fill it with passion and curiosity.  You will go very far and live a purposeful life. 

 

 Good luck and God Bless each and every one of you. 

Thank you. 
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Wednesday 11 October 2017 

 
Chancellor, Dr  Louis Jean Claude Autrey, CSK  

 

Vice-Chancellor  Professor Dhanjay Jhurry, CSK 

 

Pro-Vice Chancellors  

 

Members of the Congregation 

 

Distinguished Academics  

 

Distinguished Guests 

 

Graduands 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen,  

Thank you for giving me this opportunity to address you on this very auspicious day. Graduation day is the day of a lifetime. On an occasion such as this, it 

is befitting that, as dignified and uplifted is the decorum of the ceremony, so dignified and uplifted be our reflections. 

 



I see in the list of graduants, an awesome parterre of emerging professionals: graduants in TQM, Engineering, the Sciences and their various disciplines such 

as Civil, Electrical and Electronic, Computer, Communications, ICT, Mechanical and Manufacturing, Mechatronics, Production and Operations 

Management,  Town and Country Planning, Land Surveying. It is gratifying that the University can offer such opportunities to our growing youths willing to 

take the chances. We are witnessing here an impressive group of our choice citizens who will tomorrow become full fledged professionals in charge of our 

society and serve in various capacities.  

 

However, graduation is not the end of the journey. It is only the beginning. Reaching a position, a place, attaining a status is not the end-all. The be-all is 

what you do on reaching a place or a position or attaining a status. Some there are who will make a hell out of heaven and others a heaven out of hell.  

How will this parterre of professionals become serviceable to society? When we look around, we cannot help asking ourselves, what has happened to our 

society? Where did we go wrong? Where are we going wrong? Who is responsible? Have we been doing enough? How do we prevent further rot? As a 

nation of immigrants, are we patriotic enough? As a people are we dedicated enough? As human beings, are we human enough? As responsible people, are 

we responsible enough?  

Well, it is my theory that our society is sick because we are not doing enough, individually and together, to give to society in return for what we get from 

society. Above all, our professionals have to assume a large share of the blame of what is wrong. Many times I have asked myself do Mauritian 

professionals really play their roles in society? But, first, how do we define a true professional? Because the true professional in Mauritius nowadays is a 

rare and spare species. It is an endangered species.  

How do we distinguish a true professional from one who falls short of it? A mere professional is one who does his work as best he can, vindicates his rights, 

collects his pay and, at the end of the day, wends home to his family. On and off, he goes out to dinner with his family and drinking partners. He has a card 

which shows his professional status which he brandishes around with legitimate pride. The Mauritian professional landscape is full of such mere 

professionals. To them, society owes them something. He does not owe anything to society.  

Different from mere professionals, true professionals regard themselves as ever indebted to society. He exercises his profession discharging basically three 

duties. His first duty is to himself. He is all the time engaged in his self-development. He reads. He continually up-dates himself in his profession and works 

to become a role model in his environment. Everything he undertakes, he does it better than he has done it before. His search in the exercise of his 

professional activities is that for excellence all the time.  He inspires that standard of incessantly  working for excellence all the time around him and refuses 

to routinize.  

 

His second duty is to his profession. He makes sure that he belongs to a society of his peers. Here he dedicates some not only of his time but also his 

resources for the enhancement of the profession so that the professional as a whole is abreast of the latest development in the field. In this enterprise, he 

makes sure that he and his peers adhere to the ethics of the profession, that those who are persistent offenders are given sanctions and those who need help 

are given help. He has a duty to the younger ones coming up after him so that the values and the time honoured traditions are duly passed on to them. Values 

and traditions validated by time are to be passed on from generation to generation. When values and traditions are not so passed, civilization crumble, 

nations crumble, families crumble and people crumble.  

If you do not spare some time and some resources for professionalizing your profession, you are a professional in name but not in deed.  



The third duty which distinguishes the true professional from the mere professional is his duty to the country. It is, in my view, a myth to think that it is 

politicians who build a country. Politicians come in only where professionals have abdicated. It is professionals who build a country. They enlighten 

politicians so that the latter take policy decisions, duly professionally sensitized and fully factually informed. 

 

It is sometimes overlooked that a professional organization is a miniature authority trusted by the State Authority. That is why it is referred to as an SRO: i.e. 

a self regulating organization. It is unfortunate that in Mauritius the definitional roles of a professional as well as his SRO has been so diluted that he is a 

professional recognized only by his name-card and his garb but little by what he does and what he is.  

To you graduants in the various professional fields, what is your Alma Mater, this University telling you today. Go out there and make a difference and 

change Mauritius for the better? Sit not on your laurels and consider that, aside clamouring for your rights everywhere you go, you have no duty to anybody, 

none to yourself, none to your family, none to your profession and none to your country.  

 

The call of the day in Mauritius is professionalism in the professions.  

I do hope you will be the generation that will redeem the high status society holds of  professionals. You all have reached a major milestone in your lives. 

You have not reached this place, position and status without hard work, sacrifice and tests. But university examination is one thing and the test of life is quite 

another. Life will test you on what you do after.  

 

This national University which has deemed you worthy of conferring upon you a status of intellectual maturity.  It trusts that you will live up to the 

expectations of everyone around you. You have my congratulations. All these could not have been, if others had not been around you such as your lecturers 

and, above all, your parents. They need our congratulations and commendations as well. Best of lucks to all of you and thank you for your time. 
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Dr. Louis Jean Claude Autrey, Chancellor 

Professor Dhanjay Jhurry, Vice-Chancellor 

Associate Professor Mohammad Santally, Pro Vice-Chancellor (Planning & Resources) 

Deans of Faculties 

Distinguished Guests 

Ladies & Gentlemen 

Good Afternoon!  

 

Dear Graduates  



It is a privilege to address you all on this momentous occasion of your graduation.  

 

It is said that a clay pot is amenable to shaping only before it is baked. Similarly, I presume that you too would be much open to ideas now, than when you 

would have started engaging with the world outside, as professionals. Thus it is indeed an opportune time to speak to you all. I thank University of Mauritius 

for providing me such an opportunity.  

 

While the past three generation of professionals, including mine, have made significant progress in adding comfort to our lives and GDP growth to our 

countries, the future of Mauritius and the world at large critically depends on your generation.  That's a very heavy burden I place on your young shoulders! 

Let me explain. There are two major reasons for the significance of your time and place. 

 First ..... A debt you owe to your fore-fathers & mothers!  

 

You all would agree that your great grandparents would not believe if they were present here today......Not just because you are graduating, but the 

development, Mauritius has achieved in the past few decades and the uplift of an entire population to the status of a high-income nation with a Gross 

national income per capita of USD 18,700.  

I have specifically considered GNI instead of GDP as it statistically includes the income of all Mauritian Citizens irrespective of where he/she is currently a 

resident and thus truly reflects the results of your fore-fathers' efforts.  

 

Thus today, you are at a place, socially & economically, which they perhaps thought was a distant dream for their progeny.  But that did not deter them from 

having lofty goals and the courage to tread an arduous path to put you where you are today. But you would agree that your ancestors had very few 



opportunities and amenities compared to you. However, they had a purpose to life which was larger than themselves which instilled them with a social 

consciousness and an attitude of self-sacrifice. These very qualities added a zeal to their actions.  

Thus it is not important from where you start in life but how far you have travelled and how enriching that travel has been to you as a person and to the 

country.  

 

Second reason why your generation is significant....  

 

As a human society, we are at a tipping point. Whether you take the giant strides of rampant materialism; technology pushing boundaries of space, medicine 

and amenities; Space & time standards being collapsed due to the speed of communication and commute; maximum exploitation of all types of natural 

resources to feed our insatiable need for comforts; and last but not the least; 50 shades of grey added between a simple Black & White – between Right & 

Wrong! 

 

Yes. The world is in such a critical cross-road thanks to technological developments. Human beings have never had a more comfortable life ever... they 

never had so much free time ... Health-care has never been more sophisticated and within the reach of most people... never have people been connected to 

each other as today ... never has information been available at a human being's finger-tips like today on any topic from making bread to making bombs.    

 

However, never has been a time like today, ......where  so many people are on prescription medicines in one form or other.... So many people have no time 

even for themselves, their children or their aging parents... so many people indebted to support living standards beyond their means...tolerance for violence 

both physical & verbal is on the rise  ... environmental degradation and collective indifference  towards it, at its peak...  our lack of wisdom & common-sense 



in spite of high levels of formal education.... sense of loneliness in spite of so many friends in the social media .... In a nutshell ....our fulfillment and overall 

happiness quotient is generally on the decline.  

While this overly pessimistic description is not entirely true for Mauritius, we cannot deny its gradual manifestation here too in tangible ways.  

 

Every graduate who sits in a convocation has mostly the same anxieties or expectations  like job, car, house, marriage and how to achieve a comfortable way 

of life at the earliest.   

 

While that's practical thinking, you as a generation should not stop there, not only because of the two reasons of owing a debt & carrying a responsibility, 

but also because of the probability of you achieving these mundane goals is so high that it would be a travesty if you set yourself to such low standards of 

achievement in life.  

 

Our generation which is more or less holding the reins of governance today, globally, seem to be failing because of wrongly defining the purpose of our 

lives. The majority of today's leaders have equated Economic Growth & prosperity with Happiness of their respective populations. It's ironic, because as per 

this equation, citizens of Developed Nations should be the happiest on the earth! Or simply put, rich people anywhere,  should be the most contented people 

today!  Still we pursue economic growth as a primary objective. In my view, it’s like desperately trying to buy a painting of a biryani platter while being 

vaguely aware that it may not satisfy your hunger.  

 

Thus I believe you are indeed at the cusp or tipping point in terms of your age and that of the age in which you enter the service of the country as a 

contributing citizen.  



I would urge you youngsters, at the threshold of your destined professional career, to define your purpose of life more wisely. Not only for your own sake 

but also for the sake of Mauritius and the World at large, as many of you would be responsible business and social leaders in the coming decades. The 

equation "Become  rich  = Be Happy"  has not worked till now  and I hope you do not naively chose it as your purpose like the previous two generations.  

Albert Einstein had famously defined Insanity as Doing the same thing over and over again and expecting different results. If you truly want to be happy in 

life, I urge you to set a worthy purpose or goal which is beyond platitudes of money, fame and power.  

 

There is another important reason for urging you to set your goal at such lofty levels and that's mainly based on my firm belief borne out of in-depth analysis 

of Mauritius' historic past, undeniable present and opportune future. 

 

 My dear young friends, 100 years back this island was a vital sea-port connecting Europe & Asia... it was the home of the latest fashion and Port Louis was 

a cosmopolitan city with an expat population as high as 30%. It was the economic hub of the Indian Ocean and was rightfully called the Star & Key of the 

Indian Ocean, as depicted in our Coats of Arms even today. While the Suez Canal had unwittingly waylaid our strategic location of the port, we have not 

done bad for such a cataclysmic event as indicated by our GNI of today of USD 18700.   Now coming to the present, we have come one full circle and again 

sit in the middle of USD 300 B shipping corridor between Asia and Africa & South America which is forecasted to grow to 1.3 Tr by 2030, when you will 

be in the prime of your careers!  

 

Not only that, you should not consider yourselves to be citizens of a small island but rather a country of the size of Kenya with immense natural resources... 

Yes...you would agree that 1.9 M sq Km of Exclusive Economic Zone of the ocean makes Mauritius as large as Kenya. Now with such unique advantages 



coupled with the existing strengths of International legal framework, Robust Democracy and credible International Financial Centre, you would not disagree 

with me when I predict your future to be the brightest of all the past Mauritian generations. It's is mainly for this reason that I would urge you, youngsters to 

set your purpose high, and at lofty levels, and provide leadership to Africa and the world at large in the coming decades.  

 

Quoting a great thinker of our times, Sadguru Jaggi Vasudev:  

 

"You cannot build a great society, a great nation or a great world, by talking about it. But only by building individual human beings who are 

truly great."  

 

Thus my dear friends, tomorrow's great Mauritius will be a consequence of you pursuing a higher purpose.  

 

Thank you for your patient listening.  

I wish you the very best in all your future endeavors. 
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 Monday 16 October 

 

 
Chancellor Dr Autrey,  

 

Pro Chancellor Mr Chitamun, 

 

 Vice Chancellor Prof  Jhuree,  

 

Pro Vice Chancellors,  

 

The Registrar Mrs Oogarah,  

 

Members of the Academia, 

 

 Graduates,  

 

Ladies & Gentlemen 

 

It’s a delight for me to be addressing this graduation ceremony. I thank the University’s Registrar for inviting me on such an auspicious occasion. 

The tone of my speech to you today will be somewhat UNconventional.  

 

Particularly these days, from your pedestal of graduates you have heard and will be hearing things that is pleasing to the ear. Now, I would convey to you 

things that you may not want to hear. 



  

Call me old fashioned if you wish but in my opinion Social Media is a curse to humanity. It has removed all human touch to a conversation. 

 

It’s no longer communication it’s an invasion. This is an unregulated medium. And as the Y Generation you have grown up literally from cradle with these.  

 

Every generation finds something disputable with the previous one. But it’s become chronic to hear from employers that the attitude of new recruits needs 

grooming. 

 

The current generation swears by Social Media and is influenced by it. This is where you need to consciously draw a line & not blindly follow it. 

 

I already see the odd frowns in front of me but I’m sure the people behind me are nodding! 

 
Since I have been involved in the Mauritius Accountancy Profession and as an employer, I have advocated strongly for the improvement in the calibre of 

new graduates and of human resource generally. I find that on the job market people are overqualified and underskilled. 

 

I’m not saying that one should not aim at having additional academic credentials, but specialisation is in the skillset. A degree is a good stepping stone into 

the work environment. You should use this technical knowledge as a basis to acquire as much experience as possible. 

 

IN THIS RESPECT ADDRESSING THE NEW GRADUATES DIRECTLY: 

You will feel on top of the world. However, you must be conscious that you still have everything to prove & all the practical knowledge to acquire to 

achieve an illustrious career. 

 

Attitude and mentality will be your most precious attributes. In this professional supply’s market you will always finds a better paid job.  

 

BUT think before you leap for the right career move. You need to have an objective career plan. A job is not a career. More often than not patience is a 

lucrative virtue. Make wise choices and do not act impulsively. 

 
AND remember the saying that today well lived makes yesterday a dream of happiness and makes tomorrow a vision of hope. 

 
On this note I thank you L&G for your diligence in bearing with me. 

Wishing the new Graduates a festive afternoon. 

 

Thank you again. 



 

 

Mr Eddy M. Jolicoeur 
 

Group Head of Human Resources Human Resources SBU 
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Tuesday 17 October 2017 
 
Chancellor, Dr  Louis Jean Claude Autrey, CSK  
 

Honourable Minister of Education and Human Resources ,Tertiary Education and Scientific Research,  Mrs Leela Devi Dookun -Luchoomun (if 
present) 
 

Pro-Chancellor, Mr Preeaduth Chitamun (if present) 
 
Vice-Chancellor  Professor Dhanjay Jhurry, CSK 
 

Pro-Vice Chancellors  
 

Members of the Congregation 
 
Distinguished academics  
 
Distinguished guests 
 

Graduands 
 

I want to start by congratulating you, the Graduands of 2017, on your great success and achievement!  
 
It’s a privilege for me to be here. Thank you for inviting me. I know that many of you, both graduands and parents, have been waiting for this 



day for a few years. I’m very proud to have been invited at this ceremony. It takes me back to my university years and suddenly makes me 
realise how old I am. 
 

I would start by paying tribute to those who impart knowledge at the university. They are often taken for granted. A special word of recognition 
to lecturers, senior lecturers and professors who have also contributed to make all this happen. 
 

When we join universities, they become a big part of our life in many ways: they develop the potential talent in us and as the foundation for a 
dream that all of those before you have helped to build.  
 

I feel a tremendous connection with you as I have a strong sense of belonging to this university having been a part-time lecturer for the past 
16 years, and that’s why again I’m so honored to be with you this afternoon. 
 

As you sit here, you are at the starting point of a wonderful journey. But it’s a journey that can only begin with your decision to embark. 
 
You have accomplished something great and honorable and important here at the university. It’s time for you to move on to what’s next. But 
you must not let anything deter you from taking those first steps. You have an abundance of opportunities before you—but don’t spend so 
much time trying to choose the perfect opportunity, that you miss the right one. Recognize that there will be failures, and acknowledge that 
there will be obstacles. But you will learn from your mistakes and the mistakes of others, for there is very little learning in success.  
 
 

 
With the understanding that you will face tough times and amazing experiences, you must also commit to the adventure. Just have faith in the 
skills and the knowledge you’ve been blessed with and go. Because regrets, I believe, are born of paths never taken. 
 
You too have an advantage of being millennials and therefore not encumbered by years of conventional thinking. You have a new and fresh 
perspective with which to view the world. Your time at the university has helped sharpen your sense of discovery, and there is no better 
catalyst for success in any economic sector than being inquisitive. 
 
It’s through inquisitiveness and looking at opportunities in new ways that great companies map their path. There’s always an opportunity to 
make a difference. There is always the chance to refine something, to eliminate unnecessary steps, or to look at something in a new light. You 
can stand on the shoulders of the giants who came before and see a little further.  
And sometimes there’s an opportunity to achieve a major breakthrough with a completely new idea that re-defines the subject. 
 



But do keep in mind that there is always a better way to do things. Make it a duty to understand the world around you. Read books. Consult 
websites. Read other people. Circle the pitfalls and highlight the opportunities. Then build a vision of how it could all be better and work like 
never before to make it happen. 
 
 

As you walk the path you’ve chosen, you will realise that the road ahead is paved with relationships. I do not believe that there is such a thing 
as a self-made success. 
 
We are all gifts to each other, and my own growth as a leader has shown me again and again that the most rewarding experiences come from 
my relationships. 

My role a Head of Human Resources forces me to show exceptional maturity in managing difficult situations. I need to remain composed, 
import anxiety and place my words in the manner which brings in synergy and generates energy. I am very often expected to act like a hero 
(which I am not!). To-day’s business issues and challenges force me to be extremely pushy towards my own self in order to find appropriate 
solutions. Textbooks show one thing. Ground realities show very often a different picture 

What I wanted to convey as message here is simple. What we are taught is most certainly useful. What is equally important are 2 aspects of 
professional functioning which are not taught: discernment and detachment. We very often have to appeal to these aspects to succeed in life. 

Before I end my address, I would like to share with you an intimate conviction of mine. The key is to listen to your heart and let it carry you in 
the direction of your dreams.  

I’ve learned that it’s possible to set your sights high and achieve your dreams and do it with integrity, character, and love. And each day that 
you’re moving toward your dreams without compromising who you are, you’re winning. Look around you. In to-day’s complex world, you might 
think of yourself as just a number. However, I recommend that you choose the number 1. 
 
It is all about a journey, one that each of us travels. Often we travel together, as all of you have during your time at the university. But in the 
end, it’s your journey. Your path to travel and your responsibilities along the way. You are free to choose, and you are free to succeed. It just 
takes hard work and a vision. Most who finally leave this institution never imagine that they’re going to change the world. Yet every one of you 
will. How you change the world, is all up to you to decide. 

I wish you all a great journey ahead. 
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Ladies and Gentlemen 

 

It is a great pleasure for me to address you today on the occasion of the Graduation Ceremony for graduands of the Centre for Innovative and Lifelong 

Learning and the Mahatma Gandhi Institute. 

 

When I walked in this hall a few minutes back, I started to recollect the time when I graduated from the University of Mauritius with a B.Tech. (Hons.) in 

Computer Science and Engineering in 1994 after 4 years of hard work.  A solemn moment in my life, much like the present moment is for you, young 

graduands. 



 

Stepping into the world of work is another significant moment in one’s life.  Grappling with the opportunities and yes … the challenges of employment, 

demands a lot of courage, resilience, fortitude, determination and endurance. 

 

Dear Graduands 

 

Live your dreams and work hard to achieve your ambitions – this is the simple recipe for success that all of us yearn for.  Success also means changing the 

world for the better.  We all want to contribute to shaping a better future for us and for the generations to come. 

 

As one of the very successful US army staff - US Navy Admiral McRaven said about doing the right things for success in changing the world for the better: 

 

I quote: 

 

“If you make your bed every morning you will have accomplished the first task of the day”. “It will give you a small sense of pride, and it will encourage 

you to do another task and another and another. By the end of the day, that one task completed will have turned into many tasks completed. Making your bed 

will also reinforce the fact that little things in life matter. If you can’t do the little things right, you will never do the big things right.” 

Unquote. 

He goes further to say 

 

I quote: 

 

“And if by chance, you have a miserable day, you will come home to a bed that is made. That you made. And a made bed gives you encouragement that 

tomorrow will be better.” 

 

Unquote. 

 

A takeaway of Admiral McRaven’s words is that discipline, hard work and hope are essential for progress leading to success. 

 

Dear graduands 

 



If I take on myself, I note that these words ring true.  I have tried to be disciplined, work hard and keep the hope.  Having said that, life is a mix match of 

opportunities, challenges, bright moments and dark periods.  Times when hope disappears.  But what is important is to continue to wage forward. 

 

As the Chinese proverb goes,  

If you want to go quickly, go alone. 

If you want to go far, go together." 

 

So it is important to have partners in life, partners with whom you can share your dreams and challenges.  Those work partners and personal life partners 

will help you to go far – far being the destination for success and a better world. 

 

Dear graduands 

 

The last point I would like to make is to say stay focused in whatever you do.   

 

In Mahabharat, there comes the story of Arjun (the valiant Pandav prince) and his teacher/ Guru Dronacharya.  

 

So one day, Guru Dronacharya asked his students to take aim and strike the eye of a wooden bird that he had put up on branch of a tree. 

 

Before they could strike the bird, he asked his students in turn what they saw.  All of those who replied said that they saw the tree, branches, leaves and the 

bird.   

 

When it came to Arjun’s turn, he said that he only saw the bird’s eye. 

 

What do we learn from the story? 

 

What is important is to concentrate on the goal and not let distractions deter you from your goal.   

 

So concentration with determination and will power can take you far – far being success in changing the world for the better. 

 

Dear graduands 

 

Let me end here by congratulating you for successfully completing your courses and wish you all the best – be successful drivers of change for a better 

world. 



 

Congratulations  

 

Thank you 
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And  

My Dear Graduands, 

It is  indeed a  honour and a  great pleasure for me  to address  you on this august  occasion. May I , first and  foremost ,  congratulate you ,  all the  

graduands , for  your  achievements ,  for having succeeded to earn your degrees/diplomas at the University of  Mauritius. 

I am sure that , by  now , you  have  been  asking  yourself : Where   do  I  go  from  here ? Some of  you would undoubtedly be proceeding with  further   

studies at the University of Mauritius or  abroad,  whilst  most of  you would  be  looking for employment. Nevertheless, that  question  needs  to be 

addressed  carefully : it  is  appropriate to  grasp fully  the  processes  , through  which  you  went  at the  university , which  led  ultimately  to  your  

achievements. 



More  than acquiring  a  university  degree  , you have  attained a level of  intellectual  development   and  , in  particular , intellectual  rigour   which  should 

help you ,  amongst  others ,  to study and  to understand any  situation  in the  real world outside the  university and  , more  generally , in the  world  of 

social  and  human relations  as an adult. 

Equally, in the process of  obtaining that  intellectual development ,  you  have  acquired other types  of  development : you   have learnt  to  work  on your  

own ,  you have learnt to meet  deadlines and  to  study  under  pressure , you may  have  learnt to develop team  spirit  and  even to  have  learnt to  some  

extent the  world  of work  through  your work  placement . 

In other words  ,  not  only are  you  receiving today  an academic   qualification, but , by  today , you have  equally  developed your  character  and 

personality and  various  qualities  like  self  confidence ,  the  love  for hard  work,  a  sense  of  personal  discipline and  organization , team  spirit , and  a 

sense of rigour which  will help  you to  cope  with  the  real  world. 

On top of  the  academic qualifications and , character and  personality  development, this  ability to  cope with  the real  world will depend  on  a third  

factor : your  attitudes to life. 

Like it  or not ,  you will de  facto  participate   in  a  self- learning  process  and it  is  most  appropriate  for  you  to draw  lessons  from  your  experience  as  

you go  along . Self-confidence , intellectual rigour must  go  hand  in  hand with  humility . Make  sure you NEVER AND NEVER blame  reality ! Instead,  

discover  your  shortcomings , your  errors  of judgement   and , thereafter , make  improvements  . May  I  add  that self-confidence  does not mean  and  

does not imply  arrogance  ; on  the contrary , arrogance  is  a  symptom of  lack  of  self-confidence. 

Thus  it  is  desirable  to share  your  experience  with  others , your  friends ,  parents  , and  possibly your  lecturers as  well  ;  you  may  even  seek  

guidance as  and  when necessary . This  will help  you  to  take  proper  initiatives  ,  and  to  take  decisions  in  the  most  appropriate  manner  . This  will 

equally  help you  to  adapt   to  reality .  Adaptation  is  a key  word /  concept . 

I mention   ,  as  an  example,  one  area of  employment  in  Mauritius  :  Business Process  Outsourcing .  This  applies  in particular  to  foreign  companies/ 

firms ,  including  transnational  corporations  ,often   having  a local   firm  operating  on their  behalf  in  Mauritius. 

When  I  was  Dean  of  Faculty ,  a couple  of  transnational  firms   contacted  me  and  informed  me that they  would  like  their  staff  (  who  included   

graduates  ) in  Mauritius  to  have  some  training  in  counselling , social  work  and  psychology. Why ? The  transnational  corporation  wanted  its  staff in  

Mauritius   to  advise  ,  through   mainly  the  telephone , their  staff in the mother  company  abroad in Canada  in  dealing  with   members  of   their  

family (  children and others ) . 



BE  CAREFUL  : Do not  say  , ‘ my  expertise is Economics  and  Investment  or  Statistics and Finance ‘! 

For  all  staff ,  graduates or  not, normally would  need  additional  training  in the modern  world  of  work. Though  it  may  not  be  in  the  field  of  

studies  of  the  employees ,  yet the  conditions  are  created   for  them  to  form  part  of  the    staff  of the  transnational  corporations  which , in  turn  ,  

may  create/offer   opportunities  in  other fields  of   specialisation ,  not   necessarily  in Mauritius . The  ability   to  adapt  to  the  real   work  situation 

creates  opportunities   for  future development .  Do  not  think  only in terms  of  short  term  development  and  opportunities. 

More  generally ,  in the case of  employment  opportunities ,  it  is  appropriate  not  to  be  restricted  to  the  frontiers of  Mauritius . Such  fields  like 

Finance , Investment , Economics ,Actuarial studies   and Business  Statistics   provide  a  wide  range of opportunities ,  not    exclusively  in  Mauritius . 

Before  I end , I  would  like  to come  back to the  issue  of social  and  human relations  I  mentioned  at  the  beginning. Though  I have  not  elaborated  on 

the  matter  , it  is  only   due to  time  constraint ;but it  is  still a  most  important issue .I’ll  say  a  few  words  only. Consider  the  context when you  have  

to  deal and  interact  with   someone,    whether  an employer ,  an  officer  in   any  firm  /agency , etc . If  that  person  finds that  you  are the  type  of  

person  with  whom he/she  would    like  to  talk  to  or  to  relate  in  any  manner , then  you  create  conditions  to  build up  new  opportunities : to  start  

with he/she  would  find  it  agreeable to  call  you  and have   an appropriate  conversation  with  you . For , at  the  end  of  the  day, you  always have  to  

deal  with  people . Your sense  of human  relations  matter most , and  implicitly your  first  impressions. 

May  I end  on  this note . May  I  thank  you  for  your  kind  attention. 

Associate Professor  P P Veerapen 
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When the Dean of FSSH asked me to be the guest speaker  for the graduation ceremony of today, I hesitated at first as I have retired from UOM not so long 

ago but then it brought me back further down  memory lane, back to the year 1979 when I had just graduated with a BA Hons in Modern History from the 

London School of Economics and Political Science. I returned  to Mauritius only to find out that despite being a laureate, despite having a first class honours  

from a prestigious university, no one owes you a living and that it was a indeed a very  long hard and winding road  to a job , to recognition as a specialist in 

your field and as an intellectual  At the time Mauritius was in deep economic morass-with a sharp depreciation of the national currency , thousands of 

unemployed , including hundreds of unemployed graduates who had set up an organization of graduès somer who kept demonstrating on the streets. I use to 

meet some of my university friends in Rose hill and we shared our doubts on whether we had made the right choice in choosing our fields of studies-

Economis, History, Accountancy. For History it was worse as the subject was on the way of getting evacuated from   secondary schools. Some among us 

were so dejected that they were thinking of leaving the country to try their luck elsewhere. Fortunately we stayed. I was lucky to get a job as an Education 

Officer after 9 months. Among those who stayed one even became a brilliant minister of finance years later. Hence I wanted to share with you my own 

experience 

For   we had all realized the hardest way that obtaining a first degree is not an end in itself but only a beginning. What  we had obtained  above all was the 

capacity to stand on our feet intellectually and  learn by ourselves. For beyond the content what we have obtained was the capacity to search for information 

on a given subject, analyze and master the data collected with an eye for the significant detail, and then write our conclusion in a concise and rigorous 

language.  For the use of the right word is the sine qua non for any research and academic work. As to the content it will change over time and we have to 

always to keep in touch with developments in our field. Just to give you an example. Remember how with the collapse of Communist regimes in East 

Central Europe Francis Fukuyuma came forward with his famous ‘End of History’ thesis , about how from then  on we  will see the triumph of Liberal 

Capitalism. This was discussed in History, Political Science and Social Science, and Humanities   classes in Universities around the world. Today the state 

of the world reveals much more the rebirth rather the end of History as old historical debates and feuds flare up again in Europe like in Spain , in India, in 

the Middle East or elsewhere in the world. Likewise so much has been written and studied about the disappearance of the nation-state and the rise of a 



borderless, globalized world. Today with the Brexit, the election of Donald Trump in the US, events in Catalonia,  the theses that are  gaining ground are the 

reverse: its all about  what we call in French la démondialisation ou encore, l’émergence d’un monde neo-national-de-globalization or the rise of a neo-

national world system. 

In the past, keeping in touch with developments in your field was quite un parcours de combattant especially in the  small isolated country Mauritius was. I 

was fortunate enough to join on secondment  for duty in 1985  the tertiary wing of the MGI as part time researcher at a time when the School of Mauritian, 

Asian and African Studies was extending its network with French universities and research institutions and hence got access to much needed literature. But 

today there is the internet. It’s fascinating how with a good search engine you can have access to the most specialized books, articles and book reviews. 

Cutting edge literature is almost readily available for those who seek it. And I think sincerely that today its must for all university graduates to keep in touch 

with developments in their field.  

If not only because at one point in time you will have to think seriously about enrolling for a post graduate degree- For if you take a historical perspective 

you’ll find out that at the beginning of the 20th century educational achievement was measured by the primary school certificate. That was a time when many 

children of school age did not go to school. When in the 1950’s, primary education had become generalized, almost universal, and private secondary schools 

were opening in so many areas in Mauritius, it was the School certificate that became the  measure of academic achievement. With an SC in your pocket you 

could then apply for a job in the civil service or even try a career in nursing in England. But when education became free by 1977, the HSC became the 

benchmark. It was soon replaced by a first degree –a BA or Bsc Hons -as tertiary education expanded and became generalized. But this expansion of tertiary 

education is a worldwide phenomenon partly associated with the global financial market. International financiers looking for places to invest will usually 

consult the world bank’s country ranking where national education achievement is an important criteria.  And in this ranking educational the level of 

educational achievement is calculated by the ratio of  university graduates per population. You can understand now how countries trying to attract Foreign 

Direct Investment   have expanded greatly their tertiary education sector. And as   the tertiary education market exploded, international capital too moved in 

with the setting up of offshore universities, sometimes of dubious quality, in all corners of the globe. We have not escaped this process nor its accompanying 



trend which is what we may call the ‘Americanization’ of undergraduate education, that is a process whereby in most cases the first degree is more general 

than specialized. 

This is not a bad thing in itself provided that specialization is achieved through enrolment for postgraduate studies .But of course, many times history moves 

forward but perception, mentality and attitudes keep lagging behind.  In Mauritius the achievement of a first degree was and is still considered as the life 

time goal. We have now to change this mindset and emphasize that a first degree is what it is: A beginning, an entry point for further post graduate studies. I 

guess Tertiary Education authorities and institutions too will have to readjust their policies in due course. And here at UOM, we have for a long time thought 

about it. When I was Head of Department   of History and Science, despite limited resources we started an MA Historical Studies and an MA Heritage 

Management. We were considering offering an MA  International Studies at one time, given  the fact that multi-cultural  Mauritius , more or less conflict-

free,  is an ideal place  to start the process for the setting of an International Institute for Diplomacy recognized by international organizations like the UN or  

the African Union. Besides I had found to my astonishment while working with International organizations like UNESCO that Mauritius never fulfills its 

informal quota for jobs and trainees in international institutions, our share being taken by other nationals, partly because of lack of information but also 

because of  lack of  suitable postgraduate applicants, namely in fields like  Modern International History , International Relations and Political Science. 

But I’m sure that there is this question nagging at the back of your mind. What about job prospects especially when we hear so much today about mismatch 

between academic qualifications and the job market? To tell you frankly, this question of mismatch is rather relative. For the celebration of the millennium I 

was commissioned by the Mauritius College of the Air to work on an Exhibition on the Development of Education in 20th century Mauritius. I made it a 

point to read all the reports ever published on Education in Mauritius and all of them talk of mismatch between the curriculum and the job market. In the 

early 20th  century,  some education reports deplored the fact that primary school children in rural areas were learning the 3 Rs , reading, writing, arithmetic, 

when they should be learning agriculture. Implicitly it meant that the only future these kids could aspire to was in the sugar cane fields. Others deplored the 

lack of technical schools because some children could only aspire to be artisans and mechanics. We still hear today some people lamenting the fact   that 

Mauritius have to import bricklayers and masons-mind you, I consider these as honourable professions-while having too many graduates. But sometimes the 

mismatch is much more in the heads of employers rather than anything else. Take for example a graduate in history. In some countries they end up as top 



managers and bankers. In Britain someone with MA in International History may end up as a broker in an international firm in Fleet street. For this person 

has learned to look for the relevant information, analyse and master data of all sorts from quantitative to qualitative, and come to the most plausible 

conclusion which he will put down in a report written in the most rigorous language. These are skills that are invaluable in our information age where 

success depends on the mastery and interpretation of a wide array of information, where you need to understand  both the general pattern and isolate the 

specific detail. But unfortunately this is not much appreciated in Mauritius though there had been many cases in private sector of great managers being 

humanities, history or political science degree holders. 

And besides, in today’s world the job market is not restricted to our insular context. We readily forget that we are all descendants of immigrants. If my 

grandfather and father had not decided to leave China in the early 20th century, I would not be here today. So we should never lose sight that opportunities 

exist elsewhere too and circular migration is very much a reality today. People move to another place to work and then come back to their place of origin. 

And many our ex students are doing well both in Mauritius and elsewhere. For example if some of my ex-students are teaching at UOM, others are teaching 

in universities in Spain or in the Seychelles or elsewhere  

But to be an intellectual is to be more than someone who has a specialized knowledge in a given field. There are many definitions of the word ‘intellectual’. 

But for the French, the intellectual is someone who perforce brings his knowledge forward to weigh   on important issues in society and politics. Par 

définition l’intellectuel est dans l’espace public. The classic case is that of Emile Zola whose public letter ‘J’accuse’ published in 1898 reopened the whole 

Dreyfus case and called into the question the values of the Third French republic. 

I think as history, political science and humanities students you are in a privileged position to weigh on the public debate in the Republic of Mauritius .And 

you are graduating at the right time indeed. I remember   watching on the BBC in 1979 an interview of the great sociologist and Director of LSE, Professor 

Ralf Dahrendorf. And what struck me was his pessimism as to the future of Europe for he had found that the youth in Europe no longer challenged the 

system but simply wanted to integrate it and get their   place in the sun as individuals. For him the role of youth was precisely to contest, to shake up the 

status quo. Only then could there be change and innovations. And if History does not move forward, decay sets in. In Mauritius from mid 1980’s we 

witnessed the same phenomenon. The vocal and turbulent generation of the 70’s –the famous May 1975 generation -was replaced by the silent and invisible 



one, t hat did not express itself  on national issues and that was invisible in public debates, so busy it was to carve its place in a booming society and 

economy. But things are changing here and worldwide, especially after the 2008 world financial crisis. Young people are taking up the role of challengers of 

the status quo, of ‘la pensée unique’. You may or may not agree with their ideas but their challenge and rediscovered idealism can only bring change and 

innovations and stop the decay. In Mauritius, youth is on the move again and I’m sure  we will find  many of you in the forefront. 

Dear graduands, today is a day for celebration. Congratulations to you and your relatives for your bright success. But keep in mind that it’s just a beginning. 

There’s in front what we may say a French un chantier ouvert . Wish you make of it a great success. Thank you.  
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Being here as guest speaker to the graduands of the Social Sciences takes me back with nostalgia to my university years. I was in “Lettres et Sciences 

humaines” – the Humanities – and I still remember how we had to go through a reference book of three volumes totaling 800 pages, written by Paul Hazard 

in 1935, the subject of which was “La crise de la conscience européenne, 1680- 1715”. The theme focused on that short but crucial period during which the 

seeds of change from traditional to Modern Europe were sown. 

 



 

 

Translated into English as “The Crisis of the European Mind”, this monumental work has withstood the test of time and shows how “new developments in 

the sciences, arts, philosophy, and philology came to undermine the stable foundations of the classical world with its commitment to tradition, stability, 

proportion, and settled usage” and also how “travellers’ tales and archaeological investigation widened European awareness and acceptance of cultural 

difference.” 

 

 

 

Our own history started during that period, known as “le siècle des lumières” – the Age of Enlightenment – for Europe. But for us it was the ‘code noir’. Our 

“siècle des lumières” would come much later, in the 20th century, when the process of decolonisation led to the deep and fundamental change which paved 

the way to independence. The 1960s could thus be posited as the initial point of what could be considered as “La crise de la conscience mauricienne”: the 

crisis of the Mauritian mind, torn between the status quo, and change meaning independence. I therefore invite you, dear graduands from the Social 

Sciences, to reflect on the challenges of that decade – the 1960s – and the present decade, culminating with today’s momentous instant of your graduation. 

 

 

Before concluding, I would like to refer to the strategic and inspiring project of Poles of Research Excellence announced by the Vice-Chancellor in his press 

interview yesterday. The objective of attracting doctoral students and of doubling the number of PhDs is not just a message, it is a challenge. Start 

challenging the perception that Social Sciences and Humanities take you straight to the classroom! In a speech delivered in 2011 at the British Academy, this 

is what the European Commissioner for Research, Innovation and Science said on the Future of Social Sciences and Humanities in the EU Research and 

Innovation Programme “Horizon 2020”: 

 

 

Social Sciences and Humanities help us to address the most fundamental economic, social, political and cultural issues. The challenges we face are 

fundamentally social and human in nature - they are the result of individual and collective human behaviour. They are intrinsically linked to how we behave. 

The Social Sciences and Humanities must, therefore, play a central role in understanding and tackling the problems we face. They help us deal with change 

and since change is constant, the Social Sciences and Humanities will always be an important part of the research landscape. 

 

Before addressing you, I made it a point to visit the FSSH web page on its vision and mission, aims and objectives, and its core values. Make them become 

reality, and through your work, research and deeds, be the promoters of the ideals of the FSSH, and of course, of the University of Mauritius. I congratulate 

you all and express my best wishes to you in your future research and career. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 


